Beatrice Technologies Transfers Right Social Business to Beatrice Interactive Media

PHOENIX -- Beatrice Technologies management has transferred the social media enterprise to newly created independent subsidiary, Beatrice Interactive Media, Inc., which its sole purpose is to manage and solidify the social media platform, and to expand its presence in preparation for the continued, and ever growing censorship of shadow banning that the existing social media and tech media companies are employing against American citizens.

DeWitt Hoopes, President of Beatrice Technologies said, “Right Social, Inc. was created to give Americans, and other citizens around the planet a clear choice for freedom, liberty, and peace of mind knowing that they have a platform where they can speak their mind, and not be shadow banned by the tech oligarchy.” Mr. Hoopes went on to say that, “The tech oligarchy have total disregard to freedom, and have with clear arrogance within their corporate structure, decided that it is in the interest to shutter online accounts, or restrict access for a period of time, as if treating people like petulant little children. Right Social was the original conservative social media site that will allow people to share their views.”

Right Social will be going through upgrades, and added features in the coming months.

About Beatrice Technologies

Beatrice Technologies, Inc. (www.beatriceco.com/bti_home/), With our secure product offering, Beatrice offers the Bittium Tough Mobile™ C – worlds most secure mobile communications solution for business customers, NGO’s and journalists, coupled with the hosted Bittium Secure Suite with VPN. Through our Beatrice ProService, utilizing CommScope® and SYSTIMAX® structured cabling, we have experience in ensuring that your network has the proper distribution cabling, patch cords, and core components, which are Made in USA, NOT China[PRC]. The Porticus Centre, an online historical archives online and physical resource repository has proven to be a reliable source for research material by universities and businesses.